
 

 

Cover Photo: 

In a time not so long ago.......before social distancing 

A collection of shots from the Eastern Canada Division’s show in 

November 2019 in Woodstock NB. 

Photos by Lou McIntyre  
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President’s Message 

 

Greg Williams (President, Eastern Canada Division) 
 

 

Here we are in June. Summer is just around the corner. The signs are all there. The trees are 

beyond budding, the grass is growing, and gardens are going in. As usual the weather is all over 

the place. In a span of a few weeks, we’ve gone from 

a snowstorm to some very warm weather. Of course, 

other things are happening. In life, as with our hobby, 

we have experienced a bizarre spring. So many train 

shows cancelled. In the wake of cancelled shows, the 

Internet has responded.  

 

Gordy Robinson of the UK is a tireless worker for the 

NMRA. He decided that there would be a convention, 

but the venue would be the Internet. He organized 

several events, with presenters from all over the world. 

The initial “broadcast” is on Facebook, but do not fear, 

NMRA-X presentations are recorded and uploaded to 

the NMRA’s YouTube page. This is something that is 

breaking down some walls. First, the content is 

available to all, not just NMRA members. Hence, 

membership is on the rise because people are seeing 

the benefit of being a member.  

 

Our friends in the MFMR are doing likewise. Much 

thanks goes to Scott Jay of PEI for that. The wonderful 

thing is that we haven’t lost the connection we have 

with our friends in the hobby, just because we can’t get 

out to meet in person. This is just one of the wonders 

of model railroading in this century.  

 

While many people scale down their modelling at this 

time of year, I have scaled up. The warm weather 

makes the basement appealing and I try to spend a little time every day down there. Sometimes I 

get a lot done, sometimes just a bit. However, it makes it fun to spend a little time each day on 

something that gives me a lot of pleasure and distracts me from the craziness of the world. It’s good 

for our mental health. I encourage you to keep at it.  

 

President: 

  Greg Williams - gregw66@gmail.com 
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  George Jarvis - george.jarvis@nf.sympatico.ca 
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 Bill Turczyn - 
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I can’t neglect to say that we were saddened by the death of Ian Dryden from Don’s HO in Moncton. 

He will be remembered as a friendly, helpful man who knew how to treat his customers. That’s why 

he was successful. Doing business is more than selling product, to be successful you need to have 

that relationship with the customer, so they keep coming back. We didn’t shop there because he 

was the only game in town, we shopped there because Ian offered more than product. Ian’s sister 

and nephew are running things to wind the shop down. You can call the store if you need anything 

that you ordered or that you had sent for repair or upgrade.  

 

Here’s a few links to catch up on the content that has been uploaded from the NMRA-X events: 

 

NMRA Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/nmragroup/ 

 

NMRA YouTube page: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHw-7-1FWB5zQgTM0ZVY-Yw 

 

Until next time, keep your wheels on the track. 

 

 

 

Call Board - the NMRA and the Region   

  

 

Some big things have happened........both bad and good. First the bad 

news, the national NMRA convention in St Louis, has been cancelled.  

But now the good news! As Greg said in his message above, some NMRA members, led by Gordy 

Robinson, quickly put together a virtual convention known as NMRA-X. 

The first event was carried live on Facebook - 25 one-

hour video presentations. Those who saw it were 

impressed and for those who weren’t able to join in, or 

couldn’t watch the whole 25 hours, the presentations are 

now on the NMRA’s YouTube channel  

Look for the NMRA-X playlist 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHw-7-1FWB5zQgTM0ZVY-Yw 
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This is evolving by the minute! The second and third NMRA-X events were held on May 16 and 30 

with 12 hours of excellent live video content in each episode. Gordy has also scheduled another for 

June 13 and 27.  

Exciting news! In place of the St Louis convention, Gateway 2020, they are organizing a full 7 

day virtual convention July 12-18 known as GatewayX - 7 Days with 15hours per day of 

live streamed clinics, layout tours, live shows, experts and vendors. They are 

working on the line-up and advertising as I write this, so keep a watch out on the NMRA Youtube 

channel and Facebook page.  We will try to keep you informed of this big event as the details get 

firmed up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NMRA Canada elections 

At the same time the last Hot Box was being issued, The NMRA Canada elections were underway. 

The final results are three positions being filled by acclamation with Ed Molenkamp as President, 

Steve Juranics as Vice-President, and John Bate as Canadian District Director. Our own Steve 

McMullin had stepped down from the position of president, but we should note that he did so after 

seeing the creation of the new and vital Eastern Canada Division. Thank you, Steve, for all your 

hard work at the national level and beyond.  

 

 

 

The NMRA Turntable newsletter continues to be a great source for modeling how-to 

videos, layout tours, prototype visits. In the May issue, there is a fabulous historic video on 

the moving grain on Canada’s prairies.  

The Turntable was featured in the March issue, but signing up to receive it in your e-mail 

inbox bears repeating. Logon to NMRA.org, select Member info at the top. That will bring up 

the red-brown banner "Member Home"; you will find the Turntable under Publications. By 

signing up to receive the Turntable, you will receive an e-mail when the latest issue is 

available 

Oh, and while you're on the NMRA website, check out the Video Library 

 



 

 

 

The Northeastern Region is promoting its 

Facebook presence and suggests why you should 

join these pages and groups:   

 Facebook pages are used by their moderators to 

announce upcoming events.  The NER page will list 

events that will occur within the borders of the 

region that may be of interest to its members, 

including each division’s membership events.  Maybe there is a train show that you never heard of 

in Connecticut that caught your interest. Or, a division other than your own is holding a meet that 

features interesting clinics you may want to see. Without joining the NER Facebook page, you may 

miss the opportunity to learn about these events. 

Facebook groups are different from Facebook pages.  Groups are where members can interact 

with other members, sharing what they are working on, ask questions, and talk about anything of 

interest to other NMRA members.  A Facebook group is only successful when more and more 

people post to it.  The more activity that appears on the group, the more activity it draws.And, let’s 

be honest, everyone likes to see what everyone else is doing or share what they are doing.  That 

includes you, too.  Post your photos, comment to a post, or even just like a post.  In time, like the 

NMRA National Facebook Group, it will grow.  You can help grow it, by joining the group. 

  

Below are the links for the page and group for the NER.  Get on board and join them! 

  

NER Page: https://www.facebook.com/nernmra/  

  

NER Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1884645128243966/ 

The April-June issue (#277) of Northeastern Region's 

quarterly news magazine is now available online. It features 

the Region's major goings-on:  

This latest issue has great “how-to” articles on creating dirt 

roads, kitbashing an icehouse, and building an underpass 

The feature article is the details about the upcoming 

NER convention near Boston (at the time of writing, the 

convention is still a go) 

 

To view the latest and previous issues of The Coupler, follow 

this link: 

https://nernmra.org/index.php/newsletter 

https://www.facebook.com/nernmra/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1884645128243966/
https://nernmra.org/index.php/newsletter


 

 

Now, speaking of the NER Convention: 

 

 

http://www.millcity2020.org/ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Balloon Track - News around our Division 

Because of the uncertainty, this section of the Hot Box is taking on a 

slightly different look.  

As you know, the biggest event in this region, the Maritime Federation of 

Model Railroaders annual convention has been postponed until 2021, and other shows such as the 

Moncton Train Show on Easter weekend were cancelled. Future train shows like 

Truro and Saint John are up the the air at the moment. 

The Maritime Federation of Model Railroaders has started doing live videos on 

Facebook . Their first episodes were visits to Dave McMahon’s layout in Nova 

Scotia and Doug Margison’s layout in Fredericton, NB. Some presentations, such 

as clinics, will be members-only events, but others will be for public viewing. 

If you aren’t on Facebook, they are also providing access via YouTube 

https://mfmr.ca/mfmr-live-is-here/ 

As Greg said in his opening message, we were saddened to hear of the 

sudden passing of Ian Dryden of Moncton. Ian operated Don’s HO 

Service and was a good friend to modelers throughout the Maritimes. 

He will be missed! 

http://www.fergusonsfuneralhome.com/obituaries/146295 
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Switch List 

 

Roadrailers are a unique form of intermodal rail 
service. Rather than loading trailers onto a 
flatcar, rail trucks are placed under purpose-built 
trailers and joined together elephant-style at the 
rear of a train. Early versions had integrated rail 
wheelsets, but more modern versions use 
regular rail trucks and airbags to lower the trailer 
onto the rail trucks as well as to raise the 
highway wheelsets to clear the rails. For more 
details on how the whole system works, have a 
look at Wikipedia:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roadrailer 
Photo supplied by Trovestar.com 

 

 

Only a few roadrailer services still exist in the U.S. and CN discontinued it here in Canada a number 
of years ago, but it does live on and is thriving in HO scale. ECD member, Brett Stevens, worked for 
many years in the trucking industry, so the idea of roadrailers was a natural fit to his background 
and his model railroad interests. He has been busy creating a fleet of these trailers to be used on 
his home layout and at train shows. He particularly liked the ability to switch back and forth from a 
static display to roadrailer and back again with little changeover effort.  
 

And the parts not used while in changeover mode simply stored inside the trailer. He says it started 
a number of years ago as a trial and error one-trailer project that just grew his curiousity far bigger 
than expected. 

Interested and 

interesting, friendly 

people ! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roadrailer


 

 

 
 
He made the fifth wheel plate, cut hole in bottom rear for roadrailer and adjustments to the sliding of 
the trailer boogie wheels, and the 48ft lift axle has a brand new assembly and adjustable wires to 
keep axle lifted or down. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Brett has also been developing a logo that would connect all forms of transportation together -  
road, rail, marine or air, albeit in a model version. He has created a common theme that could 
conceivably “connect in real life". The wrap-around maple leaf absolutely fits that! 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Photos by Brett Stevens 
 



 

 

 

In this issue, Hot Box Editor, Lou McIntyre, confesses that he’s been using a “kit” for the last 15 

years to “semi-scratchbuild” many of the structures for his Hampton & St Martins Railway.  

The 1-Kit from Bar Mills Models is a collection of interchangeable parts that allow a modeler to build 

a wide variety of clapboard buildings. It’s not kitbashing where a set of parts are provided to build a 

predesigned structure. Instead, The 1-Kit parts are not designed with any predetermined result in 

mind.  I’ll let the following results demonstrate. The idea for the first building, IGA was based on a 

Bar Mills kit, but using The 1-Kit. The middle photo is of my St Martins station and you may find a 

resemblance to the narrow gauge stations of the Sandy River & Rangeley Railroad such as in 

Phillips, Maine. The buildings on the right are based on a historic photo of St Martins NB 

     

 

The siding, and the majority of windows and doors I used in all of these buildings were constructed 

using the materials in The 1-Kit. The kit comes with a variety of doors and windows that fit in the 

openings you pick.  

The trick is Bar Mills uses laser cutting 

technology to cut ALMOST all the way 

through the siding from the back. You pick 

the size of opening you want and lightly 

score the lines to go all the way through the 

siding. Here we see one of several two-

storey wall panels supplied in the kit. The 

main floor has door/window openings and 

the second storey is set up for windows  

 

 

This next photo shows the windows that can be built (the empty spots are windows I’ve already 

used).The top row and a half are two-part 

vertical sliders. One part is the fixed upper 

sash and outer frame, and the other is the 

slider that can be positioned anyway you 

want - open, closed, or partway. The bottom 

half of this sheet are fixed-pane windows that 

can be cut to 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 panes – 



 

 

whatever you wish. The right side of this sheet provides all 

the window trim. 

The third main sheet has 3-4 styles and sizes of doors. 

Each door is made up of two parts that lay over one 

another to highlight panels 

 

 

 

 

Here we see The 1-Kit being used to build a motel. The first 

photo is the office with a door and a window already cut out 

and two more windows marked out the next photo shows 

the office assembled along with the front door side of the 

motel units all cut out – done in less than an hour. 

 

 

 

All the parts are accurately made to fit precisely in 

the openings. As you can see from the model 

photos, the variety of buildings is limited only to 

your imagination. 

The package also comes with an extensive 

instruction and idea booklet. 

 

A definite thumbs-up! 

  



 

 

https://barmillsmodels.com/product/the-1-kit-n-ho-s-o/ 

In the name of full disclosure, the largest window and door units such as the main level of the 

hardware store above and the IGA are made by Rix Products, Smalltown USA line. 

https://rixproducts.com/product-category/smalltown-usa-ho/page/2/ 

Some of the sides, such as on the barber shop above, have no windows or doors, so I used generic 

scribed siding rather than wasting the kit siding. 

 

 

Tidbits and Tricks 

You’ve just spent 3 hours under the layout adding feeders to your rails. One of the most hated jobs 

in model railroading is wiring. I don’t get that, I LOVE it. Give me a chance to fire up the soldering 

iron and I’m in heaven. Well, after your knees have adjusted to standing again, you flick on track 

power and POOF. Either the breaker trips or your system stops functioning. You’ve got a short.  

First, you take everything off the rails, but the short is still there. You check again, yup, still a short. 

It has to be in the wiring. But which feeder? Your 3-hour job just turned into 6 as you struggle to find 

the cause of the short. I’m going to show you a simple way to prevent this situation. If you do this, 

you will immediately be notified of a short as you wire things up so you won’t spend hours trouble 

shooting. 

If you think this won’t happen to you, stop fooling yourself. We all make mistakes and soldering up a 

red wire instead of a black one is a mistake anyone could make. Having worked as an electronic 

technician, there is no worse feeling than powering up a device after a repair only to see the magic 

smoke come curling up. We all make 

mistakes. 

This will cost you next to nothing and you 

can make more than one so you can throw 

one in your tool box to take on the go. 

Speaking of which, this is also useful for 

modular people. If you connect one of these to 

the track as you set up, you will immediately 

be alerted if something is shorting before 

you power on the track. It works for DC and 

DCC equally well. 

CAUTION! DO NOT APPLY TRACK 

POWER while the unit is connected to the 

track. 

 I got my buzzer from eBay and it came from 

China. It took a while but only cost me $1.56 

CAD including shipping. I should have bought more than one. If you prefer not to buy from China, 

there are a couple of Canadian sources that I will provide links for. 

https://barmillsmodels.com/product/the-1-kit-n-ho-s-o/
https://rixproducts.com/product-category/smalltown-usa-ho/page/2/


 

 

 One is DigiKey, a huge supplier of electronics to consumers and industry and Sayal Electronics, a 

hobbyist store. While not exactly what I bought, they are similar products albeit a little more 

expensive, you’re still going to come in less than $10. 

What you want is a buzzer that includes a driver, it can be a piezo device or mechanical. Be careful 

because piezo drivers are all over the place, but you need a circuit to drive them and that adds to 

the complexity of the project.  

To make mine, I simply hot glued the 

buzzer to a small piece of Masonite, 

attached a battery and held it to the 

board with a zip tie and soldered on 

some clip leads. That’s it! By clipping 

the leads to each rail and just going 

about your work, you will 

immediately be alerted of a short 

circuit.  

You can watch a video of how I 

made mine on my YouTube 

Channel: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDZkTJ0jjAEnB3wTe-Azi2A 

Direct Link to Video: https://youtu.be/jNPNhS9UP9c 

Links to other sources for components: 

Buzzer with battery connector: https://www.ebay.ca/itm/Mechanical-buzzer-9V-with-lead-vibrating-

buzzer-22x16x14mm-with-battery-hold-RIJ/233417770420 

Buzzer (no battery connector) from Digikey: https://www.digikey.ca/product-detail/en/db-

unlimited/IP223309-1/2104-IP223309-1-ND/9990507 

Battery connector from Digikey: https://www.digikey.ca/en/products/detail/keystone-

electronics/235/303806 

Buzzer (no battery connector) from Sayal: 

https://secure.sayal.com/STORE2/View_SHOP.php?SKU=236651 

Battery connector from Sayal:  

https://secure.sayal.com/STORE2/View_SHOP.php?SKU=218258 
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Interesting Links  

Greg Williams forwarded this back in late March. As Greg says, 
there’s some interesting ideas from a very different modeling 
perspective;  

“Here's something that I tripped on a while ago. The Mill is a 
publication dedicated to steel mill modelling. However, there 
are lots of good tips in here for all of us. Especially this month, 
there is a bit on shelf layouts that I think applies to modular 
modelling. Check it out below, follow instructions to subscribe, 
it's FREE.” 

http://www.smm.stahlbahn.de/themillvol4num2.pdf 

 

 

 

 

Modeler Darryl Huffman shares some great techniques for creating a masterful model. He has 

produced several videos including weathering steam locomotives, imitating peeling paint, creating 

rotten wood, and creating a rusty metal finish. He also presents techniques for scratchbuilding a 

building – warning, it’s a full build done in 4 parts over 7 hours, but the end product is quite a piece 

of artwork 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1J2Ord8fgo3yR6veiI7b_g/videos 

 

 

The final videos this month come from Scale Model Workshop who have a large collection of how-

to’s. They are not necessarily model railroad related but include tool reviews and maintenance such 

as dremels, airbrushes, and a lot of techniques used in other model hobbies that can be of use to 

us model railroaders 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9UUZIFvHRQPfDoCP-bTB7A/videos 
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Getting to Know You 

Though this section is normally reserved for getting to know our members, Fergus Francey suggested it 

would be just as important to get to know our local hobby shop (LHS) people, especially during these 

unprecedented times where they are feeling the pinch as some of us are resorting to the larger internet 

sites, not knowing our LHS’s are still operating but finding it difficult to stay afloat because of the drop in 

business but more importantly customer awareness.  In Fergus’ words: 

 

“Maritime Hobbies and Crafts is one of the few remaining “Brick and Mortar” 

Local Hobby Shops (LHS) remaining in Atlantic Canada and is Canada's oldest 

hobby shop, established in 1946 on the corner of Agricola and Almon Streets in 

Halifax, Nova Scotia. Over the years it has moved to various locations, 

including Scotia Square. Today it can be found in a historic heritage property on 

Grafton Street near the corner of Spring Garden Road. 

Though Maritime Hobbies has a broad spectrum of offerings, they 

focus heavily towards the Model Railway hobby and offer a wide 

selection of paints as well as scratch building supplies. 

I first came across Maritime Hobbies in 1984 after moving to Halifax. 

At the time it was located at Scotia Square, where I met Mike 

Larisey, the present day owner. Over the years Mike has been good 

to me in many ways, especially in providing me with advice and 

great service. Something one can’t always get on the internet. If 

there’s been a problem with a product Maritime Hobbies has always 

made good.  

With the present situation of “Stay the Blazes Home”, Mike has now 

changed his service to providing Store Front Pick Up, Mail Order 

through Canada Post or Maritime Bus Delivery and if your lucky to 

live in the Dartmouth/Cole Harbour area will make home delivery. 

Maritime Hobbies and Crafts hours have been adjusted and is now 

open Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday from 9:30am to 3:00pm  

Payment can be made via e-Transfer” 

 

Call /Contact Info: 902 423 8870  

Website:   https://maritimehobbies.ca/ 

e-mail:  info@maritimehobbies.com 
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The F.R.E.D 
 
They say variety is the spice of life. This is both bookends – moving away from model 
railroading for a few minutes can be an interesting and rejuvenating challenge……….at the 
opposite end, however, it can be a “what was I thinking?”. 
 
  Dave Gunn messaged me describing a new project; “One project I am working on is a 
contract for  the assembly of 30 double decker buses in 1/24th scale.  There are some 230 
pieces in each bus and no assembly instructions!  (that’s some 6900 pieces all together) 12 
different types of screw fixings all different lengths, thread sizes, and head configurations and 
very tiny too.  I haven't a clue where each one fits, just trial and error and hopefully common 
sense will prevail.  The main body pieces are in un-decorated white metal castings the rest are 
in plastic.  All made in China and very well produced.  I am writing an instruction manual as I 
am working on them.  [At the time of writing] I may not do all 30 so may be reaching out to 
other modelers to help out.  Time will tell on that one.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

I am also working on 4 wood 
craftsman kits of stock cars like an 
assembly line all for my abattoir, 
stock pens, meat processing plant, 
tannery, and cannery unit I am 
scratch building .  Plus need some 
more electrical wiring on the layout 
is needed.  Not enough hours in 
the day!!  

 

 

 

We need your input! Send any projects, stories or reviews you want to share to us at our 

e-mail address:   easterncanadadivision@gmail.com 
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